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ABSTRACT

Onychomycosis is often challenging therapeutically and demands a multipronged approach both in terms of systemic as well as topical delivery. The conventional treatment modalities available for onychomycosis are marred with challenges such as low permeation, infection reoccurrence and resistance development. Henceforth, the current article explores the concept of a Transnail drug-delivery device as a promising tool offering high clinical potential and aesthetic suitability against onychomycosis.
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1. Introduction

Onychomycosis is a locoregional fungal affliction of toes and finger nails mainly caused by dermatophyte *Trichophyton Rubrum*; *Microsporum*; *Epidermophyton genere* and Non-dermatophytes such as *Candida* spp., *Aspergillus* spp., and *Fusarium* spp. The surface of the nail inflicted with onychomycosis are highly mutilated, distorted and disfigured as presented in Figure 1 often resulting in immense pain and reduced quality of a patient’s life (1). Onychomycosis estimates for about 50% of global nail diseases prominently due to fungal dermatophyte *Trichophyton rubrum* (2).

![Figure 1. Surface of the human nails infected with Onychomycosis](image)

Onychomycosis Risk Factors

The primary or most common risk factors for onychomycosis are psoriasis or trauma, immunosuppression, diabetes, peripheral arterial diseases, advancing age and sports activities. The secondary or least common risk factors include frequent nail trauma, family history, genetic factors, common bathing facilities and occlusive footwear as presented in Figure 2. (a, b.)

![Figure 2. (a, b.)](image)

Though the condition and cases of onychomycosis are highly invasive and prevalent it still requires a broader attention of patients and their surrounding individuals because if remains untreated onychomycosis has the potential to lead to the ulceration of feet and legs (4).

Onychomycosis Global Challenges

The most prevailing obstructions related to onychomycosis treatment are low permeation rate through dense keratinized nail plate, Constant recurring or infection relapse and resistance development subsequently leading to low therapeutic efficacy and ineffectiveness of various topical and systemic antifungal based formulations therefore, type of onychomycosis, degree of infection, severity of nail involvement and components of nail (Nail plate, bed and matrix) affected are the primary parameters in determining effective treatment option for onychomycosis such as either topical or systemic or combination therapy (4, 5).
Types of Onychomycosis

The four major types of onychomycosis; Distal lateral subungual onychomycosis (DLSO); Superficial white onychomycosis (SWO); Proximal subungual onychomycosis (PWO) and Total dystrophy onychomycosis (TDO) are generally classified on the basis of pattern and the infection sites (6).

Among the four aforementioned types DLSO is the most common form of onychomycosis under which causative fungus originates from the hyponychium, skin under the free edge of the nail and penetrates into the nail matrix infecting the nail plate distally and laterally along with underside of the nail bed (7). SWO affects the nail plate superficially accompanying the formation of white patches. PSO is the least common infection under which fungus penetrates through the nail matrix forming whitish lunula (8, 9) and TD or candida onychomycosis inflicts the entire nail and is mainly observed in patients with chronic candidiasis (7).

2. Transnail Drug-Delivery Device

In recent times onychomycosis has emerged as a complex and difficult to treat nail fungal infection due to impediments of a conventional treatment, inadequate success of systemic therapy and lack of locally acceptable antifungal drug-delivery system. Side effects often preclude the systemic drug use and therefore exploration of Transnail i.e. through the nail drug-delivery device is highly necessary as they propose to offer a handful of positive attributes such as easy preparation, improved adhesion, low drug interactions; systemic adverse effects and easy removal. However, the presence of alpha-keratin and lanosterol-14a-demethylase obstructs the delivery and maintenance of therapeutically active formulations into deeper nails layers (10, 11).

Taking cue from the aforesaid challenges a wide range of pharmaceutically active transnail preparations such as nail lacquers, solutions and films have been developed as a novel drug-delivery platform for the treatment of a difficult to treat disease, onychomycosis. Nail lacquers is a viscous and translucent polish primarily prepared by mixing API and film-forming polymers in a suitable organic solvent that are volatile in nature. After the evaporation of a solvent layer, the API-polymer layer forms a protective film over the nail plate. As the lacquer application is topical drug does not reach the systemic circulation surpassing adverse reactions and interactions in the body. Nail lacquers purportedly reduces incidence of infection relapse in initial steps as drug by pass delivery from nail bed via matrix circulation (4). However, low permeation of drug into dense keratinized nail layers has served as a major demerit of a potential nail lacquer, to overcome this barrier the use of permeation enhancers such as urea, glycolic acid, thioglycolic acid was increased and have yielded suitable results as well. Permeation enhancers works by the mechanism of cleavage as presented in Figure 3. They break or cleaves the di-sulphide linkages of alpha-keratin, protein present in human nails oft en considered as a toughest biological material. Following the cleavage of di-sulphide linkages new pores are formed thus, enhancing permeation of API in nails (10).

Nail lacquers are widely exploited in recent years as either water-soluble or water-insoluble. Water soluble lacquers are highly acceptable as they offer strong adhesion over the surface of a nail thereby, promoting larger amount of drug release into the nail plate. The primary disadvantages of a water-based lacquers are easy or non-voluntary removal upon contact with water therefore, they require frequent applications which often becomes a tedious process for patients. Water-insoluble lacquers though provide a sustained release with longer stay, the problem of their periodic removal with organic solvent causes pain and skin irritation making it non-compliant to patients. Therefore, for an effective Transnail activity a combination of water insoluble and water-soluble nail lacquers has been evaluated and proposed to dictate improve adhesion, drug release and occlusion properties (8).
Hasan et al. in 2017 has developed a transungual Dupl Nail Lacquer (DNL) for onychomycosis therapy. The proposed DNL is an amalgamation of two lacquer layers; first layer is hydrophilic and second layer is hydrophobic in nature. As discussed earlier hydrophilic layer supports covering; adhesion and promotes drug release whereas, hydrophobic layer provides occlusion and integrity to the first layer. The purported DNL is fabricated by employing luliconazole (azole-imidazole) as an API (12). As per literature, the azole class of anti-fungal drugs targets lanosterol 14 α-demethylase, enzyme necessary to convert lanosterol to ergosterol in fungal cell membrane. Following the depletion of ergosterol fungal membrane disrupts inhibiting the growth of fungal cell as represented in Figure 4.

The combination of permeation enhancers with newer anti-fungal agents have yielded suitable results and have proposed to target the two major barriers in the path of a transnail delivery.

3. Conclusion

Owing to the high prevalence and reporting rate of onychomycosis over the last few decades a pursuit of attaining viable solution for its treatment has also increased thus shifting the focus of worldwide researchers on the development of novel preparations which offers localised action, cosmetic acceptability, sustained release and a high degree of patient compliance.
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